$13M in donations for business building

Momentum is growing for a new School of Business building at KU, with donors contributing an additional $13 million for the project to date. In October, the university announced a $20 million lead gift for the new building from Capitol Federal Foundation, of Topeka.
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TODAY’S HEADLINES

Distance learning for engineers

KU is offering a new graduate distance learning program to meet the needs of working engineers and industry across the Kansas City metro.

Full Story

Holiday programming on KPR

A series of concerts will broadcast this week on KPR, 91.5 FM, with performances by VocalEssence, the Dale Warland Singers, Chanticleer and more. See a full schedule at the link below.

Holiday programs

Design Department competition

KU Department of Design students recently competed against one another in a 14-week-long challenge to invent a new weeder tool.
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TODAY’S EVENTS

LECTURE

Freedom and Justice: A Cooperative Venture for Mutual Advantage

Monday, December 17, 2012
5:30 p.m.
Kansas Union
Big XII Room

View all events

TWITTER

@kunews #KU student group
EARTH focuses on growing organic food for local food pantries, #KUFacts @ccokansas
http://www.cco.ku.edu

View all tweets

FEATURED MULTIMEDIA

Season’s greetings
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